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Swami: Good, good. The climax rhythm you need to give the 
music, the same frequency. Your voice is different and your music 
is different, both is opposite. You can observe later on in the 
recordings. You're giving the climax - psychologically you feel it's 
over. You have to give psychologically through the music it's over. 
Everybody has to feel through the music you're getting landing. 
The music has to give the landing, not your voice. Even the voice 
is getting two steps ahead, the music needs to be ten steps ahead. 
You need to capture the people's mind to settle down, only 
through the climax is the music. Your voice needs to go slow and 
your voice little ahead. Even you stop your voice, the music still 
landing. Got it?  
 
Raju:  I think so. 
 
Swami: Good. Done. Simone, how was your journey? Is it good?  
 
Simone: Yes. 
 
Swami:  How much is the temperature in London?  
 
Simone: Nine degrees, eleven degrees, not very pleasant at all. 
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Swami: Even here I feel very cold. I wear very thick…When you 
want to me to start the real subject? I think you're very, I'm seeing 
it, and you're ready and lot of people is chiseling there and here, 
like many pieces. But I don't want to waste the time. By the way, 
the book is one hundred percent done. It's ready to me to go to 
printing, one hundred percent done, first volume.  
So, this majority ten, fifteen days, my seminar there and you need 
to be with your paper and pen and colored pencils, and all the 
time needs to be one big board here all the time. Whenever I draw 
certain yantras… and one projector needs to be there. And 
whenever it starts, to be ready. Five guys all the time need to 
attend with me, and five girls need to attend with me. Whenever I 
call, ready - just ready. I might come at midnight, two a.m. the 
talks ready to start. You need to follow my time, I'm sorry to say, I 
can't follow like a normal schedule timing, no.  
I prefer tomorrow, there is one fire ceremony is running 9:30 here, 
one Sudarshana Homa. It's a big protection. In meanwhile, after 
abhishek, from 6:30, 7 to 10 o'clock, try to prepare the board and 
projector and test it, or even late tonight test everything. And the 
gents, I choose this guy (Rama) and Martin, this guy 
(Ramakrishna), and Isabelle’s husband, and Paul, and in your 
troupe Lucia, Constanze, Simone, Leslie, and Zahira. Are you 
ready Simone to work, even midnight one a.m., even jet lag? 
 
Simone: No problem. Not in this case. 
 
Swami: Have your own glass with coffee or tea, whatever it is, 
with you. If the gents are sleeping - the girls are awake; if the girls 
are sleeping - the gents are awake. Sometimes I need both, that's 
the requirement. Some slide show, and the book reading, and the 
JC Yantras, that all nine chakras all angles, we need to really 
certain depth we need to go. We need to drill in the ocean for the 
pure water. You need drill the bore well in the ocean and get the 
pure water out, tasty sweet water out.  
And I hope whoever read the good Telugu, I recommend them to 
be alert. Whenever I put the slideshow just you can read it in the 
palm leaf. We'll start after the fire ceremony tomorrow. And we're 
going to catch up. I recommend for three days to stop the 
chiseling. Let me complete some subject, then certain prayers you 
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can keep chanting and they can chisel it. If they stop, come 
everybody and attend, some people even they're missing it -no, no 
chance!  
So tomorrow is you're starting with the homa. At the homa time, 
just chant Shakti Gayatri, and Mahakali - Shakti Gayatri one hour, 
Mahakali one hour. Whenever Baba Arahti is running chant the 
Shakti Gayatri.  
Finally one big attention, not attention, my attention and tension 
both, it's a relief one book is done. First volume is done, so four 
more volumes is left. So first step we climbed, four more steps is 
left. And you need to pray to the Boss to really make it done, that 
four steps to also be completed as soon as possible. It's almost all 
twelve years, thirteen years my dream, finally I put it in one first 
step. Twelve years back I talked, again I started it. First slide 
punch - second stroke good punch, third the people started to 
think, and fourth and fifth final take off. So I need complete your 
support and strength and unity. Once if you're unity, certain 
things I can do it. Inner politics and unnecessary disturbance 
giving to me, the globe is going to lose it. The globe is? Going to 
lose it. I don't know what's going to… the maya, will hit 
tomorrow. If you're really patience and cooperate each others like 
brothers and sisters and good friends like team work, you really 
can create a history and a victory. It's not my success - it's your 
success guys. 
Today in my presence, and we done it, yes, whatever the 
terminology and technology, all this stuff, it wouldn't happen 
without some peoples really technology there, whatever the 
computer systems all the making it, doing it, putting on the… Me 
personally it's not possible. It's everybody's cooperation there. 
Whenever you're in unity there, yes I'm there with, because of, I'm 
giving a weapon in your hands. The knowledge is a weapon. The 
real, real, knowledge is a weapon. It's not a joke. It's not a? Joke. 
I'm very, very, very serious. 
Many masters, because they're not strong enough on the students 
they got failure. Failure in the sense they're not able to give they're 
own fragrance, whatever they want in a beautiful way to create 
the students. Krishna did not fighted - only he's driver. Only he's 
driver, the chariot driver. Who's the fighter? Arjuna. I'm only 
Krishna, just I'm doing, just I'm driving it, just you do it guys later 
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on. Wherever you says, “I'll go the direction.” Perfectly I read it, 
I'm a good driver in all angles; I'm a good driver.  
And also it's another common joke, it's a thrilling to be ride, to 
drive in Europe, especially in Germany. Take a car and go in the 
speed as much as you can. Wow. One time I'm driving from 
Switzerland to Germany with Ramakrishna and me in the 
mountains whole night. I'm very exhausted and tired and blinking 
my eyes and looking it, "Hey man, how much you're going it?"  
"Just 220."  
"What? 220 kilometers? Go slow, go slow." 
He's hitting it. Straightly he stopped at the Kempinsky near 
Frankfurt, the hotel. It's a nice drive but I enjoyed it, even Simone 
also driving it. I think it's a jaguar?  
 
Simone: Porsche. 
 
Swami: Porsche. I think it's a two-seater. She's driving la, la, la, 
like I said, "Wait, go slow, go slow." She's like… it's nice but you 
can't drive like that in India. If you really drive that in India, you 
deserve a gold medal. Especially in Bangalore city and uh-oh, it's a 
red flag. 
So, tomorrow to be by 8:30, 9, 9:30, everybody to Ganesh, pray, 
break a coconut. Make sure the coconut breaks in one stroke. 
Should not go for second stroke. Just 'bang,’ just out, break it. 
Then everybody come and get settled. It'll be, the homa is a little 
strong, it'll be very strong - perform that. Then go and have your 
lunch, and just be ready for my call. Ready for? My call. And just 
I'm depending on these five girls, and five gents, anytime they're 
on my schedule. In general, do you have any questions?  
 
Student: (inaudible)  
 
Swami: The sculpturing, that rock needs to come in a very special 
place. That rock came from Simone's property. You saw that rock? 
 
Simone: Not yet, no. 
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Swami: How many people seen the rocks in her property? How 
many rocks is there?  
 
Rama: Four or five rocks were there. 
 
Swami: More than twelve, it's a huge. Already we sent a lot of 
rocks out. It's a fort rock but that rock has some special energy. 
That rock has special energy. Anything else? 
 
Student: Why only Hanuman and Durga? 
 
Swami: Hanuman is a Shakti, Durga is a shakti. Shakti plus shakti, 
something we'll see. Plus and plus equal to? Plus and plus equal 
to? Hey, you not studied even simple mathematics? Even my 
daughter will answer that, minus and minus equals plus? 
Constanze knows only the doctor terminology. It's energy 
channels. Anything else, Ann? 
 
Monika T: No Swami, not right now.  
 
Swami: You're relaxed huh? 
 
Monika T: No, but I'm ready whenever you want to answer some 
questions about the book. 
 
Swami: Go ahead. 
 
Monika T:  Swami, there's a lot of controversy and lot of interest 
around Jesus' birth. In the bible they say Mary was a virgin, she 
didn't have physical sex. Jesus was born without that. Can you 
comment on that?  
 
Swami:  I think the doctors need to comment on that instead of me 
commenting. I'm a Doctorate, Sai Kaleshwar, like I got a Doctorate 
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whatever it is, let some doctors, real good doctors like Clint 
Thompson, Constanze, let the doctors comment on that. We need 
the reality and clarity. We need? Reality. 
  
Raju: And also the period of time when Jesus was age of twelve to 
thirty, there's no history in the West or in the Bible.  
 
Swami:  I'm giving it. I'm giving it. That's why I said, I need to 
really bore well the ocean. 
 
Monika T: Swami, can I ask another question? You said the energy 
pulled Jesus here. Was it the Maharshis here in Penukonda? 
 
Swami: Who pulled you guys here? Just simple question, “Who 
pulled you here?” 
 
Answer: You. 
 
Swami: Me? Who pulled you? Even if you want to come, if the 
Boss and I don't want to see you, you won't come. Even you tried, 
you tried - no way. Even if you don't want to come, I know how to 
make you to come. I know how to make you to come. I won't 
make you sleep. No way. Even you took the 'compose' restaurant, 
relaxation, and just you drank and everyday you're sleeping. It 
doesn't work. It comes… you have to come. Once I order, “Come 
man,” that's it. You don't know what happened, just you're calling, 
you're making your ticket, just packing your luggage, and just 
rrssstt you take off. Then you're here. And especially he wants to 
see you too, the Boss wants to see you too. Even though 
sometimes you never want to come again, it's so frustrating to 
you, so hot and confuses, and it's a hell. You feel it. I know a few 
people have that type of, “No ways.” But you have to come. You 
have to, come, if the order is there, if the call is there to you, you 
can't escape.  
This life, this incarnation, I don't want to come - this lifetime 
especially. I want to come later on. "Go, go, complete it, come 
back. Then we'll decide." "No, no way!" "Has to. Has to." That is 
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the Boss's talent. It's not in your hands, because of, I know your 
personal mantra, certain things I know, it's in my hands 
sometimes. For example, Terry is giving too much hard time to me 
because of, he doesn't have any work and he's unnecessarily 
giving too much headache to me. Whenever he's giving too much 
headaches, just I throw a small headache on his life, then he'll be 
busy occupied with that headaches, to solve that. Then meanwhile 
I complete it, solve that, pull him out.  Does it make sense Terry?  
 
Terry: Yes. 
 
Swami: It's okay, I never did like that unnecessarily. If it's really 
somebody driving me crazy, it's necessary for me to divert you. 
What else? 
 
Monika T: Swami, can you talk about Jesus's relationship with the 
Mother?  
 
Swami: Tomorrow I'll explain it. It's an elaborate subject. 
Especially I need to go Her Womb Chakra to his Womb Chakra, 
and Maya Chakra to his Maya Chakra. Certain all the layers I need 
to go. Each person, each soul has a connection, a strong link with 
the Mother, a very strong link equal to Jesus. But that layers, that's 
called maya.  
Even for the cow giving the birth. First liquid is called maya, 
whatever the blood. That is the most, holiest time in the planet. At 
the time if you did the pradakshina, the most successful guys you 
are. Cow is giving a birth, a baby, at the time if you did the 
pradakshina, at least once… I think a few times you did it. How 
many people did it? Why can't you try again before Christmas? 
Possible?  
 
Eric: Yes. 
 
Swami: You can get two or three cows, that luck, and just you see 
and get the veterinary doctor to be ready and just you see. No, it's 
there, it's called Kamadenu Process, Kamadenu. Whenever the 
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time is giving the birth, that cow is completely pure Brahma 
Consciousness. The most present time the cow is enjoying. Even 
though the pain is there, it's really enjoying, that soul is enjoying 
the bliss. It's completely linked with Brahma. At the time you're 
around it, the Brahma Consciousness, that waves like a magnet 
waves, it hits your soul - unbelievable protection circles. Get that 
two or three cows, whatever the cows make it, just two, three guys 
watching all the time. Whenever any cow started, make a call, and 
just everybody run. I did many times too. I did many times. What 
else? 
 
Monika T: Swami, Jesus left his power objects in India. What 
would have happened if he took his power objects with him? If he 
would have taken his power objects back to Jerusalem, what 
would have happened? 
 
Swami: Seventy-five percent is in India - that is Penukonda. I'll 
show you. You saw that tusks isn't it? Everybody saw that?  
 
Students:  No. 
 
Swami: Whenever that time, the crucifixion time, they hitted him 
in the two ribs, and they left it. It's there in the palm leaf very 
clearly. After he came out, just himself, he took it out. That's here 
in Penukonda. You took the picture?  
 
Monika T: Yes. 
 
Swami: It's in the book?  
 
Monika T: Yes. 
 
Swami: They can go and carbon test or DNA test, or any test. 
Openly I'll challenge the globe and scientists. They may not 
believe all the stuff what I talk, not one hundred percent, even at 
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least ten percent if they believe it, certain evidence: How old is 
that? What it is, what it is – yes, the blood marks are there and 
how much age and how much that weight inside, and all the stuff. 
It's not a joke. I know what I'm talking. I know what I'm talking. 
Tomorrow, after the Sudarshana Homa later, I'll show you. You 
can touch it but you have to touch that anyhow certain power 
objects and receive certain - pull it. How many people saw that? 
Only three, four huh?  
Beginning days it was a little scary to me, to be honest. I been 
pretty good, badly wounded in a mental way, mental women, and 
they received certain books from me. They're stealing, they stole it, 
some westerners, some Japanese, and some Americans. I believed 
they would be honest. On the days, I trusted, handed it out there 
and again, then I'll come back. Gone, then, “uh-oh.” Twelve years 
back if you saw… I think everybody saw my video clippings isn't 
it? Everybody saw that? How many hours Monika T, that my 
speech about Jesus's process and all the stuff? 
 
Monika T: It's about four, five hours.  
 
Swami:  About four, five hours, nine, ten, twelve years back… 
how many years back? 
 
Monika T: Ten years back.  
 
Swami: Ten years back already I talked. On the days, it's a big 
forest. There's no even Jesus Temple upstairs. Ten years back I'm 
pretty good, and I believed in everybody, and I talked on the day. 
If it really flowed on the days, today it's a big revolution. Big 
Revolution. Ten years back I tried, then I got wounded. At the 
time I'm hopeless. I'm hopeless and the knowledge is existing. 
They took advantage, even certain power objects, even I want to 
show it, until it really comes slowly take off, then leave it. Even 
now it's also pretty good… anyway the maya can come and hit it. 
But still I prepare - I have strong believers. I tested, I tested, I 
tested certain people. The roots, I got it very strong and 
strengthened, then in worst case, let it go, it will go.  
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You cannot buy your Swmai's love and his attention, whatever it 
is, through the money, or your services, any stuff. You have to buy 
only through love and your dedication, then I'm there with you. If 
your dedicated, if you're really doing hard work, you know how 
much charity works I'm doing it. You're seeing it. It's not the 
money. Whatever, one dollar is coming, two dollars I'm spending 
out. It's not the money. I need the ‘do or die.’ That's why last time, 
two days back, I gave a talk between the master and student - 
what needs to be. Like Baba, how many years he did for the 
master's order. That's it. He did it. He made it. Today he's in his 
position.  
In my life, yes, I'm on that same process. Doesn't matter what time 
sick, or whatever is happening to me, my focus is my focus. My 
job is my job. That's it. If anybody's giving disturbance, the 
remaining students need to take care - that's your job. Do you 
understand? Jesus believed with one student, and everybody's 
sleeping. Just he woke up and he walked. For 200 gold coins they 
bribed the student. They caught him. Gone. The maya just… he 
knew something is going to hit it, even though he hided it with his 
few students, but still hitted it.  
If you really can make me to go once to the Egypt, and come 
back… Entire the students, if you really made it a really good, 
right, strong plan with a few students, just take me to Egypt for 
one night and then make me to get back to India. Whole structure 
will come fulfilled. Still five percent is a mystery. Even I 
personally, I need to see it. Seeing the vision in third eye, that's a 
different story but with physical eyes, I need to see it, I need to 
touch certain things and take a picture there - leave it to the globe. 
Release that to the globe. From India side I completed but in Egypt 
I need to go physically. Anya, already she went and she got the 
visa. Still it's valid?  
 
Anya: I'm thinking. I think so. Yes, it's over.  
 
Swami: It's over?  
 
Anya: But you can get another one. 
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Swami: To make the group leaders confidentiality, and make it 
five, six people to walk with me, fly, one night stay, come out. 
Done. But one night I need to stay there. That's your job. I traveled 
entire everywhere, but to going to Egypt, why I'm asking? There's 
an inner reason that is, you'll recognize later on. I can't explain 
right now, even I went to Manasarovar - it's not a big deal. And 
the Tibet mountains, all the stuff… To going to Egypt is not, but a 
few students need to be there with me, some technology to use it. 
That's complete confidential thing. Once I'm there and complete 
the job, and get back…some technical people need to be there with 
me. Technical people. Good. 
So, anyhow, it will day-by-day get interesting. It will get heat up, 
and you also to be ready, and no need to get panic. We're not 
talking against any religion. We love all religion. We love all 
religions. We're not against to anybody, to any philosophy 
whatever they say it, good, but, our philosophy is our philosophy. 
You know what I'm saying? Our philosophy is our philosophy. 
Let's see it also in the globe. What you practically seen it, evidence 
and this, and everything, just release it. Don't need to hide it. Got 
it?  You promise you, all guys will stay as unity?  
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami: Yes? 
 
Students:  Yes! 
 
Swami: Got it. So time to go to arahti. By tomorrow, do whatever I 
said. Take care. See you then tomorrow. Good night.  
 

End of Talk 
 


